The question of whether a countably additive measure with values in a Banach space attains the diameter of its range was unresolved. In this paper an example is given of a countably additive vector measure, taking values in a C(K) space, for which the diameter of the range is not attained. A property stronger than the attainment of the diameter, but which is possessed by many measures taking values in L-spaces, is shown to fail for infinite-dimensional measures into a space having smooth dual. As an application of the concept of norming functional (the existence of which is equivalent to the attainment of diameter), a characterization is given of the countably additive measures into space having smooth dual.
I. Introduction. Suppose that (fi, E) is a measurable space, X is a Banach space, and p : E -► X is a countably additive vector measure. The space ca(E,X) of all such measures is a Banach space under the semivariation norm: \\p\\ = s\xp{\x* p\(Q):x* £ BX'}, where Bx-denotes the closed unit ball of X* and \x*p\ denotes the total variation of the scalar measure x*p. It is not difficult to see that \\p\\ = diameter(/i(E)), i.e. \\p\\ = s\ip{\\p(A) -p(B): A,B £ E}. In this note we are concerned with the problem of whether this diameter is actually attained and resultant implications for the range of the vector measure. This problem is equivalent to the existence of a norming functional for p. An element x* £ Bxis called a norming functional for p if |x*/z|(fi) = \\p\\. Further, if f/(E) denotes the uniform closure of the simple functions denned over E, and p corresponds to the weakly compact operator T : f/(E) -► X in the natural manner (cf. Dinculeanu [7] , Diestel and Uhl [6, Chapter VI] or Brooks and Lewis [4] ), then it is immediate that p attains its diameter iff there is an element x* £ Bx-such that ||T*|| = ||7"(x*)|| (T* is norm attaining [10] ). The remainder of the introduction provides some background as well as the setting for the specific versions of this problem that we shall address.
We begin with a much used example of a countably additive vector measure with finite variation which fails to have a Radon-Nikodym derivative, yet has a norming functional in a very strong way. Let S denote the Borel subsets of [0,1], and define p : B -► L1[0,1] by p(A) = \a-The range of p is not relatively compact (and consequently must be infinite dimensional), and the function g = 1 is a norming functional. In fact, if B £ B and pb'-B -► L1 [0,1] is denned by Pb(A) = p(A fl B), then g is a norming functional for pb also. Such a functional will be termed a hereditary norming functional. In Theorem 2.2 we show that an analogous example (i.e. with infinite-dimensional range) is not possible if X is any Banach space with a smooth dual (such as L2[0,1]). Our argument uses ideas from [3] . We note that in §2 of [3] , Bilyeu and Lewis show that if X* is smooth and p is a nonzero element of ca(E,X) with norming functional x*, then x* satisfies the conclusion of Rybakov's Theorem [11, 6] : y*p <C x*p for all y* £ X*. Consequently, x* strongly exposes /¿(E) [1, 6] . Finite-dimensional examples show that the smoothness condition cannot be dropped from X*. We also remark that if p has relatively compact range, then p attains its diameter. This follows from Lemma 2.7 of [3] , as well as from the fact that the adjoint of a compact operator is always norm attaining [8, Chapter VI] . In view of the recent paper by Professors Johnson and Wolfe concerning norm attaining operators [10] , the question about the existence of norming functionals seems to be of particular interest when X is the Banach space C(K) (sup norm) of all continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space K. In Theorem 1 of [10] , Johnson and Wolfe show that the norm attaining bounded linear transformations (= operators) from C(S) to C(K) are dense in the space of all operators from C(S) to C(K). (S is a compact Hausdorff space). Since the adjoint of a norm attaining operator is certainly norm attaining (by the Hahn-Banach Theorem) and Í7(E) is isometrically a C(S) space, it follows immediately from Theorem 1 of [10] that there is an abundance of elements in ca(E, C(K)) which do not necessarily have relatively compact range and yet possess norming functionals. In the next section we use techniques from [10] to construct a countably additive measure p with values in the space en so that p fails to attain its diameter.
H. Norming functionals. In this section we produce the example just mentioned, and we give a characterization of vector measures which have hereditary norming functionals. Consequently, from remarks in the introduction, it follows that the member of cb{A, c) which represents TIN does not have a norming functional. This measure p may be described explicitly as follows. Let (wn) be an enumeration of "W so that 7(tt>n) = en, n = 1,2, -Then -((»-sU**)!' where A £ A and X = Lebesgue measure.
We recall that an arbitrary nonzero element x in a Banach space X is said to be a smooth point if the Gateaux derivative D(x, y) of the norm at x in the direction y exists for each y £ X; the space X is said to be smooth if each point on the surface of Bx is a smooth point.
2.2 THEOREM. Suppose that X* is smooth and that p is a nonzero element of ca(E,X). Ify* £ X* andy* annihilates the range of p, thenD(x*, y*) = 0 whenever x* is a norming functional for p. Conversely, ifx* is a hereditary norming functional for p, then \y*p\(il) = 0 whenever D(x*,y*) = 0. Thus p has a hereditary norming functional iff /¿(E) is one dimensional.
PROOF. Suppose that x* is a norming functional for p, and let y* £ X* so that |2/">|(fi) = 0, i.e., y* annihilates the range of p. Since X* is smooth, D(x*, •) defines a continuous linear functional on X*. Let a be a real number, and let m* be an element in the kernel of D(x*, •) so that y* = m* -ax*. Since |y*j*|(i») = 0, it follows that m*p(A) = ax*p(A) for all A G E. Furthermore, from Theorem 2. 
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Now suppose that x G p(E) and x g span(xo). Let y* G X* so that y*(xo) = 0, and y*(x) ^ 0. Then y*(x0) -D(x*,y*) = 0, and thus |y*ii|(n) = 0 by the first part of the theorem. But this is a contradiction since y*(x) ^ 0, and it follows that /¿(E) is one dimensional. Since it is clear that one-dimensional measures have hereditarily norming functionals, the theorem follows.
REMARK. The proof shows that the assumption that p has a smooth hereditary norming functional (rather than the assumption that the entire space X* is smooth) implies that /¿(E) is one dimensional. m. Orthogonality.
In this section we use the idea of norming functionals in combination with James' nonlinear orthogonality [9] to give a geometric characterization of the countably additive members of sa(E, X), where sa(E, X) denotes the strongly additive members of the space ba(E, X) of all bounded finitely additive X-valued measures defined over E. The reader may consult Chapter I of Diestel and Uhl [6] for a discussion of many of the properties of ba(E, X) and sa(E, X). We continue to let \\p\\ denote the semivariation norm of a member of ba(E,X).
Following James, if x and y are arbitrary elements of a Banach space X, then we say that x is orthogonal to y (and write x _|_ y) if inf{||x + ay\\ : a £ R} = ||x||. If 5 is a nonempty subset of X, then we write x_|_5ifx_|_3/forallj/GS'.
In the following theorem we denote the purely finitely additive members of sa(E,X) by pfa(E,X) [6, Chapter I], and we let <7[(A¿)] denote the a-ring generated by a sequence (A¿) from E. Additionally, if v £ sa(E,X), then i^kaí)] will denote the restriction of v to <r[(Ai)], and A will be used to denote the lattice min operation. By the Hewitt-Yosida decomposition theorem [6] , we may (and shall) decompose ^"[(Ai)] = i into a countably additive part £c and a purely finitely additive part £/, i.e., £ = £c + £/.
We assert that there is an x* G Bx-so that 11**6:11 = \x*tl 0 A = 116.11.
i.e., £c has a norming functional. We begin by considering the function ip defined on the compact metric space M = {-1,1}^ by V'G^E^ao-E^a,)' 
